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We are the IIM Calcutta Alumni Association, comprising alumni of India's first IIM. Our well-placed members got their grooming from this 

magnificent institution and are forever keen to pay back.

Our Objectives are to:

 Act as a vehicle for improvement of the brand equity of IIMC

 Enhance the practice of scientific management in our environmen

 Engage in meaningful societal activities which contribute to the development of human resources

 Live as a global community with shared values, objectives and purpose

GuruSpeak is an activity that has already made a one-of-a-kind mark in senior management circles and is ready once again to captivate 

discerning audiences in Kolkata and Mumbai. If you are an IIMC alumni but still not a member of IIMCAA, you are surely missing out on a 

lot of action. To join, please contact your local chapter.

Please spread the word among the other IIMC alumni that you are in touch with. See you at GuruSpeak 2014-15.

GuruSpeak is IIM Calcutta Alumni Association's largest annual endeavour – an unique day 
long advanced knowledge workshop with a contemporary Global Guru - which is being 
successfully held since 2004. Some of the world's most revered management Gurus and 
thought champions have shared their insights here. GuruSpeak has grown from strength to 
strength over the years and today it is widely acknowledged as India's most significant annual 
workshop in the advanced knowledge space. GuruSpeak has almost attained 'cult status' - 
The Times of India had reported. GuruSpeak is attended by over 200 high-profile delegates, 
including several company heads and top professionals, some even coming in from other 
cities as well. This year Guru Speak is being held in Kolkata and Mumbai and we invite you to 
join in this endeavour
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